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1. Introduction
A minimal submanifold M of a Riemannian manifold M is nothing but a
critical point of the volume functional induced from the Riemannian measure of
M. The first variational formula then states, roughly speaking, that the gradient
of the volume functional is the negative of the mean curvature vector field of
M. Concerning with the second variational formula for the volume functional,
the nullity and the index play an important role in the theory of minimal
submanifolds. Geometrically, the nullity means how many deformations of M
preserving the volume there are, while the index means how many deformations
of M decreasing the volume there are. For precise definition, see Section 2.
In this paper we investigate the following problem: estimate the nullity from
below and further determine minimal submanifolds with the least nullity. The
first results for this problem are found in [12], where Simons has proved the
following (cf. Exmple 3.6): the nullity of a compact minimal submanifold M in the
Euclidean sphere is bounded from below by (dimM-f- l)codimM, and furthermore
it attains the lower bound if and only if M is totally geodesic. The method that
Simons used for Euclidean sphere will be explained in more general form in Section
3. Next Kimura [6] and Ohnita [10] have obtained respectively results for
complex submanifolds and for totally real submanifolds in a complex projective
space (cf. Example 3.8). On the other hand, Ohnita [10] has computed the nullities
of totally geodesic submanifolds in compact symmetric spaces of rank
one. Especially he obtained that the nullity of every compact totally geodesic
submanifold in a compact rank one symmetric space is equal to its Killing
nullity. Recently the present author [4] has obtained a result for real hypersurfaces
in a complex projective space (cf. Example 3.7, Fact 7.13).
The purpose in this paper is to investigate the problem for some wider class
of submanifolds in a complex projective space, that is, the class of minimal
CR-submanifolds. The following theorem summarizes the main results (Theorem
5.9, 5.10, 7.6);
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Theorem. Let M be an m-dimensional compact minimal CR-submanifold
immersed in CPn.
(1) Suppose m is even. Then the nullity of M is estimated as
nul(M)>2(-4
Moreover equality holds when and only when M=CP^ (totally geodesic).
(2) Suppose m is odd and equal to n. Then the nullity ofM is estimated as
Moreover equality holds when and only when M=RP" (totally geodesic).
(3) Suppose m is odd and not equal to n. Then the nullity of Mis estimated as
m+1
Moreover equality holds when and only when M=M c
m
_ 1 c= CP
 2
 c CPn.
°' 2 totally geodesic
It is surprised that the nullity on the class of compact minimal CR-submanifolds
of CPn achives its minimum at a non-totally geodesic minimal submanifold even
the class contains a totally geodesic one, contrary to the results of Simons, Kimura
and Ohnita.
The author wishes to thank the referee for his useful comments.
2. The Jacobi operator and the nullity
First of all, we explain the notation which will be used in what follows. For
a Riemannian manifold M, its tangent bundle, the Levi-Civita connection and the
curvature tensor are denoted respectively by ΓM, VM and RM. If M is a submanifold
immersed isometrically in a Riemannian manifold M, we denote by NM the normal
bundle of M. Then the second fundamental form B, the shape operator Aξ in
the direction ξ and the normal connection VNM are defined by
(2.1) V%Y=V%Y+B(X,Y),
(2.2) V%ξ=
for X, YεΓ(TM) and ξeΓ(NM). Here, in each equation, the right hand side
indicates the decomposition of the left hand side into the tangential and the normal
part to M, and Γ(E) denotes the space of all C°°-sections of a bundle E. These
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two equations (2.1) and (2.2) are known as the formulae of Gauss and Weingarten
respectively.
Let E-+M be a Riemannian vector bundle with the fiber metric <•,•> over
a Riemannian manifold M. Suppose there is given a metric connection VE on
E. Then an operator Δ£ acting on Γ(£), called the rough Laplacian, is definde by
j=ι -J '
where {e
ί9 9em}9 w = dimM, is a field of locally defined orthonormal frame on
M. Then it is known that the rough Laplacian ΔE is self-adjoint with respect to
the ZΛinner product on Γ(E), that is, the equality
f
J M JM
holds for all sections ξ, η of E, where dVM denotes the Riemannian measure of
M.
Now let M be a compact minimal submanifold immersed in a Riemannian
manifold M. For a tangent vector X to M, we denote by X™ (resp. XNM) the
orthogonal projection to TM (resp. JVM). Define two endmorphisms 3t
u
 and
jtfM of the normal bundle JVM by
m
 ~
 m
j=ι j=ι
where {e
ί9 "9em} is, as above, a field of locally defined orthonormal frame on
M. Using these operators together with the rough Laplacian, we define an
operator 3M: Γ(JVM) -> Γ(JVM) by
which is called the Jacobi operator of a minimal submanifold M. The Jacobi
operator 3jv/ is related to the second variation formula for the volume functional
Vol as follows ([12], [8]): for a (normal) variation Mt of M with M=M0, we have
dt2
f
ί = o JM
where <^eΓ(JVM) is the variational vector field of Mt given by ξ=^\t=0. It is
then known that the Jacobi operator SM ^s a self-adjoint strongly elliptic differential
operator, and so it has discrete eigenvalues bounded from below and diverging to
infinity. Furthermore each eigenspace of SM ^ °f finite dimensional. We define
the nullity of M as the dimension of 0-eigenspace of the Jacobi operator and
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denote it by nul(Λf); nul(M):=dimKer3M On the other hand, the index of Λf,
denoted by ind(M), is defined as the sum of all the dimensions of eigenspaces with
negative eigenvalues of the Jacobi operator.
REMARK 2.3. If it seems necessary to emphasize the ambient manifold M,
we use the notation N(M,M\ %M,M and nul(Af,A/) in stead of NM, 3>M and
nul(M) respectively, for instance.
Suppose now we have two submanifolds M c L c: M. Then we have an
orthogonal splitting
(2.4) N(M,M) = N(M,L)®N(L,M) \ M,
where E\M denotes the restriction of a bundle E to M. According to this
decomposition, a normal vector ξ e N(M,M) is decomposed as ξ = ξN(M 'L)
Proposition 2.5. Suppose, in addition to the above, that M and L are compact,
M is minimal in M and further L is totally geodesic in M. Then we have the
following relation between Jacobi operators SM.M and SM,L:
y <pM /
e
 ^ ξN(L,M)\
 e
 \
J = l
for ξeΓ(N(M,M)\ where {el5 ,βm}, m = dimM, is a field of locally defined
orthonormal frame on M.
Proof. This relation can be proved by means of routine calculations using
Gauss and Weingarten formulae (2.1) and (2.2). In fact we can show
ξN(L,M)\M
ίN(M,L), V (RMip tN(L,Mh \JV(M,M)
Lς -h 2^ v
κ
 \eρζ )ej) 9
On the other hand, since L is totally geodesic by assumption, we have
<^(Ar,v)F,f/> = <Λx?(r,fj)Ar,v> = <JRL(y,^)Ar,v> = 0 for X9YeTxM9 veNx(L,M) and
ηeT
x
L, xεM. Thus R™(X,v)Y belongs to NX(L,M) for each X,YeTxM and
veN
x
(L,M\ xeM. Especially we have
7=1 7=1
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in the second equality above. Therefore those three equaliyties above imply the
relation between Jacobi operators stated above. Π
For later use, for the triple M, L, M satisfying the assumption in Proposotion
2.5, we define an operator ^M,L,M acting on Γ(N(L,M)\M) by
(2.6) ^M,L,M(V):= -
;=ι
for veΓ(N(L9M)\M). It is known from the proof of Proposition 2.5 that this
operator &M,L,M acts actually on Y(N(L,M) \ M\ Hence we can restate Proposition
2.5 as follows: according to the splitting (2.4), the Jacobi operator SM.M is
decomposed as
3. Simons9 method for estimating the nullity
In this section, we give a method for estimating the nullity of a minimal
submanifold, which has been established essentially by Simons.
Let M be a compact minimal submanifold immersed in a Riemannian manifold
M. We denote by t(M) the Lie algebra consisting of all the Killing vector fields
of M. We also put i(M)NM :={ZNM eΓ(NM)\Zei(M)}. Then Simons proved
Theorem 3.1 (J. Simons [12]). i(M)NM c Ker3M.
From this theorem we call dim i(M)NM the Killing nullity of M and denote it
by nulκ(M); nul^(M) := dim i(Af)NM. In his paper [12], Simons has estimated the
Killing nullity of a compact minimal submanifold in a Euclidean sphere. His
method can be generalized easily as follows: fix a point, say x in M, and define
a linear map
Φ
x
 : i(M)NM -> N
x
M®Hom(T
x
M9NxM)
by
ΦX(ZNM) :=(ZXN
Hence the inequality nul
κ
(M) > dim Im Φ
x
 holds. This together with Theorem 3.1
implies the inequality
(3.2) nul(M) > nu\
κ
(M) > max(dim Im Φ
x
).
xeM
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This estimation seems to be particularly useful if the dimension of Im Φ
x
 does not
depend on x. The following proposition gives a criterion when this is the case:
Proposition 3.3. For each pair of points x and y in M, suppose there exists
an isometry f of M such that f(x)=y and fJ(T
x
M)=TyM. Then dimlmφχ does
not depend on x.
Proof. Let x, y and / be as above. Define an linear mapping F from
Hom(T
x
M,N
x
M) to Hom(TyM,NyM) by F(ώ)\^f^ωo f~^ for ωeHom(ΓxM,
NXM). Note that F is well-defined by the assumption f+(TxM) = TyM. Define
also an endomorphism φ of t(M) by φ(Z) :=f^Z9 for Z e i(M). Let P : t(M) -> i(M)NM
be the projection. Now consider the following diagram:
P Φx
> i(M)NM -» N
x
M®Hom(T
x
M,N
x
M)
M
 -» NyM®Hom(TyM,NyM).
P Φy
It is easy to see that both the two maps on the columns in this diagram are linear
isomorphisms. Therefore if the diagram is commutative, we obtain dim!mΦ
x
= dim Im Φy .
We now show the commutativity of the diagram. By definition,
(ΛφF) o Φ, c P(Z) = (fJiZ™ ), /. o (VNMZNM)X o /- !),
Φ, c P o φ(Z) = «ΛZ)?M, (VNM(/*Z)NM),).
It is clear that/!|[(Z^M)=(/#Z)J'M. So we only have to prove
(3.5) ΛO (V™Z™L o /- 1 =(V
For each tangent vector X to Λf, we have
y NM £tfM _ /yM^JVM \NM
Therefore, for 7e ΓyM, we get
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because / is an isometry of M. The similar computation shows
(v*M(/; z)NM)y γ= (vy(ft z))NM - B( Yj* z ™).
Thus we have the equation (3.5). Π
Here are some examples:
EXAMPLE 3.6 (J. Simons [12]). The case M=Sn. In this case, Φ
x
 is
surjective. Therefore, (3.2) implies
nul(M) > dim(N
x
M®Hom(T
x
M,N
x
M)) = (m + !)(« - m\
where dimM=m.
EXAMPLE 3.7 (T. Gotoh [4]). The case M=CPn and dimΛf=2«-l. Also
in this case, Φ
x
 is surjective. Therefore, as same as above,
nul(Λf ) > 2n = dim M+l.
EXAMPLE 3.8 (Y. Kimura [6]). The case M=CPn and M is a complex
submanifold. In this case, Φ
x
 is not surjective, but
NXM). Therefore, (3.2) implies
nul(M) > dimR(NxM®Hom^(TxM9NxM)) = 2(m + l)(n -m),
where dim
c
M=w.
REMARK 3.9. Each estimation of the nullity obtained in these examples above
is Optimal. In fact, the compact minimal submanifold whose nullity realizes the
equality in the inequality above is completely determined as follows:
In Example 3.4, M—Sm (totally geodesic) only,
In Example 3.5, M=Λ/o,
w
_ι (geodesic hypersphere) only,
In Example 3.6, M=CPm (totally geodesic) only.
For M^
w
_ l 5 see Section 7 below.
4. The case of symmetric spaces
In the present section, we apply the method for estimating the nullity, explained
in Section 3, to the case where the ambient manifold Λ/ is a symmetric space.
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Let M be a symmetric space, which is represented as M= G/Has a homogeneous
space. Here G is a Lie group and H its closed subgroup. As usual, their Lie
algebras are denoted by the corresponding Germann letters g and ί) respectively. Let
g = ί) + m be the canonical decomposition and hence [ϊ),I)] c ί), [l),m] <= m and
[m,m] c= ί). In what follows we identify fh naturally with the tangent space T0M9
where o — H is the origine of M. For Zeg, we denote by Z* the Killing vector
field on M generated by Z Z? := d(exg/Z)* 1
 1 = 0 , x e M. Then the co variant derivatives
are computed at the origin o as
(4.1)
(4.2)
We now suppose that there is given a compact submanifold M immersed
minimally in a symmetric space M. We may assume that M contains the origin
o, and then identify T0M with m by regarding it as a subspace of m. The
orthogonal complement of m in m is denoted by m1. Then each Zeg can be
decomposed as Z=ZI) + Zm + Z
1
 with respect to the decomposition g = I)-f-m-hm1.
A projiection Π:g-*t(M)ΛΓM is defined by Π(Z):=Z*NM. Defining two maps
Ψi : g -> m1 and Ψ2 : g -» Hom^m
1) by
Ψj(Z) := Z1,
then we have the following commutative diagram:
Ψ: = ΨιφΨ 2
(4.3) πl
m
10Hom(m,m1)
We now states the theorem (cf. Proposition 1.1 in [10]):
Theorem 4.4. Let Mbea compact minimal submanifold immersed in a symmetric
space M=G/H. Then, using the notation above, the nullity of M satisfies the
inequality
nul(M) > nul*(M) > codim M 4- dim Im Ψ2 1 ί).
Proof. Because of (4.1), (4.2) and by definition of Ψ j and Ψ2, we obtain
Ύ2(Z)(X)=-B(X9Z) for Xem and Zem,
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Ψ2(Z)(X)=(adQ(Z)(X))λ for AΊ=m for Zel),
which imply
(4.5) ImΨ=m1ΘImΨ2 |(ί)4-m)^τn-L®ImΨ2 |I).
On the other hand, because the projection Π is surjective, we obtain
dimImΦ0 = dimImΨ from the diagram (4.3). Therefore, by virture of (3.2) and
(4.5), we can conclude
nul(M) > nul
κ
(M) > dim Im Φ0 = dim Im Ψ
> codim M + dim Im Ψ2 1 ί). Π
5. Minimal CR-submanifolds in CPn
We begin this section with recalling the definition of CR-submaifolds. For
details, we refer [5], [2], for instance. Let W be a complex vector space with a
complex structure / and with an inner product. For a real subspace V of W,
we set VH:=VnJV and FΛ:=the orthogonal complement of VH in V. On the
contrary, we denote by VL the orthogonal complement of V in W. We call V a
CR-subspace of W if JVR c V
L
 holds.
DEFINITION 5.1. Let (M,/) be an Hermitian manifold with a complex structure
/. Then a real submanifold M of M is called a CR-submanifold provided that
the following three conditions are satisfied:
(1) dimR(TxM)H does not depend on each xeM.
(2) The distribution M3X\-+(TXM)H is smooth on M.
(3) Each tangent space TXM is a CR-subspace of TXM, namely J(TXM)R
We call a CR-submanifold M is of type (h,r) provided that dim
c
(T
x
M)H = h
and dimR(TxM)R = r. The most typical examples of CR-submanifolds are complex
submanifolds (of type (dim
c
M, 0)) and totally-real submanifolds (of type (0, dim M )).
Any (real) codimension one submanifold, namely any real hypersurface is also
CR-submanifold (of type (dίm^~1, 1)). From a linear algebraic point of view,
CR-subspaces of fixed type are determined uniquely in a sence below; setting
(z,w)
n
 = ΣzjWj for z = (z1, ,zπ), w = (wί9'-,wn)eCn9 we give the canonical Euclidean
metric < v >„ := Re( v )» to Cn:
Lemma 5.2. Let V be a CR-subspace of type (Λ,r) in the complex Euclidean
space Cn. Then there exists an unitary matrix u e U(ή) such that
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where g; = (0, , 0,1,0, -sO), y=l, ••-,«.
From now on we consider the case where the ambient manifold is the complex
projective space CPn with the Fubini-Study metric of constant holomorphic sectional
curvature 4, and M is a compact minimal CR-submanifold of CPn. If we adopt
the expression CPn =l/(« + 1)/ ί/(l)x U(n) = G/H as an symmetric space, then the
canonical decomposition g = ^  + m is given by m = {(° ~0^)eu(«+ l)|ζeC"}. We
identify m with C" naturally. Then the linear isotropy representation ί/(l) x U(ή)
-» GL(n,C) is given by (Q A)\-+%A. By virture of this fact combined with the use
Lemma 5.2, if M is of type (Λ,r), we may always assume without loss of generality
that M containes the origin o of CPn and furthermore the tangent space to M at
the origin is of the form
(5.3) T0M=m = Cel® -@Ceh®Reh+l®.~®Reh+r.
Consequently Proposition 3.3 implies
Proposition 5.4. Suppose M is a compact minimal CR-submanifold in
CPn . Then the dimension of Im Φ
x
 does not depend on xeλf.
We now give an estimation of the nullity:
Theorem 5.5. Let M be an m-dimensional compact minimal CR-submanifold
of type (λ,r) in CPn. Then its nullity satisfies the following inequality:
Proof. In this case, we have \) = R^f—lφu(«). It is easy to see ImΨ 2 |I)
= ImΨ2|u(«), and so we compute the dimension of ImΨ2|u(«). Note that
Ψ2(A)ζ = (Aζ) L for Aeu(n) and £em under the identification m = C". Therefore,
keeping the assumption (5.3) in mind, we find that
(5.6) KerΨ2 |u(«) = Seu(Λ), Γeu(«-Λ-r),
Thus, we obtain
dim Im Ψ 2 1 u(«) = dim u(«) — dim Ker Ψ 2 1
= dim u(«) — (dim u(Λ) 4- dim o(r) 4- dim u(n — h — r))
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= -4h2 + (4m-2n-l)h--
The inequality in the assertion now comes from Theorem 4.4. Π
In order to estimate the nullity of M only by its dimension, we consider the
quadratic function
4n-\-4mn — 3m2 — m
Λ1~ ,Λ ^ ^,
,
m
(h):= -4h2 + (4m-2n-l)h +
Note that h runs over integers with max{0,w—«}<A<[f].
Lemma 5.7. The quadratic function L
nm
 attains its minimum as follows:
(1) If m is even, L
nm
 attains its minimum only when h = \ — =— and the value
(2) Ifm is odd and m = n,L
nn
 attains its minimum only when h = 0 and the value is
(3) Ifm is odd and mφn, L
nm
 attains its minimum only when h — — = -
J , rand the value is L
n
,
= m-hl-h2 l n -hi 1.
Summarizing Theorem 5.5 and Lemma 5.7, we obtain
Theorem 5.8. Let M be an m-dimensional compact minimal CR-submanifold
immersed in CPn. Then its nullity can be estimated as follows:
. m\/m . .
2I
"-2JU+"'
φ + 3)
m is even,
m is odd and m = n,
m-f lVm+1
nul(M)>
2
/
m-\- 1 -4-7.1 n
2 A 2
It is known ([6], [9], [10]) that a complex projective space CPΊ and a real
Λ /•% I *" ' •*• II '"' I •"• 4 I . ι ι ι
w+l+2( 
 Γ
— )( :^^ +l , m is odd and
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projective space RPn9 both imbedded totally geodesically in CP", realize the equalities
of the first two cases in Theorem 5.8 respectively. Speaking of conclusion, we
find that the estimation obtained in the last case in Theorem 5.8 is also optimal;
this case will be investigated in Section 7 below.
We conclude this section by determining M whose nullity satisfies the equality
in each first two cases in Theorem 5.8:
Theorem 5.9. Let M be an m dimensional compact minimal CR submanifold
immersed in CPn. Suppose the dimension of M is even. Then an inequality
holds. Moreover equality holds when and only when M=CPΊ (totally geodesic).
Theorem 5.10. Let M be a compact minimal CR-submanifold immersed in
CPn. Suppose the dimension of M is odd and equal to n. Then an inequality
holds. Moreover equality holds when and only when M=RPn (totally geodesic).
Because similar argument works in proving both these Theorems, we only
give here a proof of Theorem 5.9:
Proof of Theorem 5.9. The inequality have been obtained in Theorem 5.8,
so we consider M with nul(M) = 2(«— f)(f +1). Then according to Lemma 5.7(1),
M must be of type (f,0), namely M is a complex submanifold. Our assumption
(5.3) then becomes Γ
β
Af=m = Cfe1φ 0Cih, where we put Λ=f. On the other
hand, (5.6) becomes
KerΨ2 |u(«) = s oT. Seu(A), Γeφ-A)
and hence the Lie subgroup of (/(« + !) generated by KerΨ2 |u(n) is
AeU(h), BeU(n-h)
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The point of proof is
Claim 5.11. If nul(M) = 2 « -- -*1 ' the action °f U*>,»-* on CP"
leaves M invariant.
In fact, Ψ(Z) = 0 for ZeKerΨ2 |φ), which implies Φ0(Z*"M)=0. However
Φ0 must be injective by assumption on the nullity. As a result Z*NM = 0 for all
ZeKerΨ 2 |ιι(«), namely each Z* is tangent to M everywhere. This means
Let us now complete the proof of Theorem 5.9. The linear isotropy action
of UhtΛ-H on m is transitive on its unit sphere because the action is essentially the
same to the natural action of U(h) on Ch. On the other hand, Claim 5.11 shows
that the group t/M_Λ acts isometrically not only on CP
n
 but also on M. Therefore
B(X,X) = B(Y, Y) for all X, Yem with \\X\\ = \\ Y\\ = 1, together with which minimality
of M implies B=Q. Π
6. The nullity of a non-full minimal submanifold in CP"
Let M be an m-dimensional compact minimal submanifold immersed in a
complex protective space CP1. Then imbedding CP1 totally geodesically into CPn,
we shall investigate a relation between nu\(M,CPl) and nul(M, CP").
If Jί -> $ is a Riemannian submersion and A' is a vector field on ,^ we
denote by X its horizontal lift to Jί.
Consider now the following system consisting of minimal submanifolds and
Hopf fibrations:
M _> S2l+ί -> S2n+ί
(6.1) s ll Is1 Is1
M -> CP1 -> CP".
The action of the circle group S1 = {e^~lθeC\θeR} is given by τ
θ
(z) = ze^~lθ for
zeS2n+i. Set
)=/(z), VzeM, VθeR},
Tβ)=/(z)^^Tβ, VzeM,
and further
C°°(M)5l ,
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Here and in what follows, E(λ Δ#) indicates the Λ-eigenspace of the operator Δ ^  .
An aim in the present section is to prove
Theorem 6.2. Let M be an m-dimensional compact minimal submanifold in
CP1. Then, imbedding CP1 totally geodesically into CP", we get the following equality:
nul(M, CP") = nul(M, CP1) + 2(n - l)dim
c
E(m + 1 Δ^)sl.
Proof. First of all we note the curvature tensor Rcpn is given by
Rcpn(X,Y)Z = (Y,ZyX-(X,ZyY+(JY,ZyjX-(JX,ZyjY+2(X9JYyjZ. Hence
the operator ^f — ^ u,cp^c?n defined in (2.6) is given as
(6.3) <ST = -Δ^'-W-mVp,
 Cpn)|M,
where IX(CPI,CP«)\M ιs the identity endomorphism of the bundle N(CPl,CP") \ M. The
decomposition (2.7) then implies Ker3M,cp» = Ker3M,cp'®KerJ^ Especially we
have
(6.4) nul(M, CP") = nul(M, CP1) + dim Ker^f.
We shall henceforth investigate KerJ*? in what follows.
Suppose zeM is a point of the fiber over xeM. Then there are natural
isomorphisms Nz(M,S2n+ί)^Nx(M9CP"), Nz(M9S2l+i)^Nx(M9CPl) and Nz(S2l+1,
S2n+ί) = N
x
(CP\CPn), since each normal space of the total space in the fibrations
(6.1) is horizontal with respect to the Riemannian submarsion. Thus if we set
:={<^
this space Γ(N(S2t+\S2n+ί)\M)
sl is isomorphic to Γ(N(CPl,CPn)\M). In order
to investigate Ker JS? , we consider an operator & defined by the commutative diagram
&
Γ(N(S2l+\S2n+i)\M)
sί
 ->
, CP") \M®C) -> Γ(N(CPl, CP") \ M® C).
The first step is to describe the operator & as follows:
Lemma 6.5.
Proof. Let {eι, -,e
m
} be a field of locally defined orthonormal frame on
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M. Define a vertical unit vector field V on M by F
z
 =
 v
/— Iz, zeM. Then we
have {e
ί9 9em9V} as a field of locally defined orthonormal frame on M. By
definition of the rough Laplacian,
(66)
+ ι,S2» + i)| M _ y NίS^ + 1 ,S2" + _
Note that ιjeΓ(Λfl[52I + 1,52"+1)|A3r) belongs to Γ(Λ/(S2l+1,S2"+1)|A^)
s
ι if and only
if η(τ
θ
z) = η(z)e^~lθ for all zeM and θeR. This fact implies
(6.7)
 v
jr(5« + ι.52-+i)|Avίr(S2. + ιfS2- + i) |Af | J = =_ | f
for fyeΓ(7V(52/+1,52w+1)|M). We also note F is generated by the geodesic flow
on M:
(6.8) V^F=0.
Now it is shown that v^52I+1's2rι+1)l^=(V^CpI'CP^Γfor ξeΓ(N(Cl*9CPt<)\M)9
and hence
On the other hand, <Vg^O=-<^vg^=-<^
which means each Vj^e, is horizontal. This shows
(6.10)
 (V*£PW^
Substituting (6.7), (6.8), (6.9), (6.10) into (6.6), and by definition of the rough
Laplacian, we get
By virture of (6.3) and (6.11), we obtain
for ξeΓ(N(CPl,CPn)\M). This completes the proof of Lemma 6.5. Π
The second step is to describe Γ(N(S2l+i,S2n+1)\M)
s
ι. For the canonical
complex basis { 1^, , n^} of C", we set vα = έ?/ + 1+α, v5 = v/^ϊ*,+ 1+β, α = l, •••,«-/.
These v
α
's and v
α
-'s are regarded naturally as elements in Γ(7V(52/lf 1,52||+1)|M).
Then the followings are easily verified:
(6.12) v
α
 and v
a
 are horizontal with respect to the Riemannian submarsion
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(6.1),
(6.13) v
α
 and v
a
 are parallel with respect to the normal connection
(6.14) τ^v
α
(z) = v
α
(z)^θ,
 Wβ-(z) = va(z)e^θ for all zeM, θeR and α=l, ,
(6.15) v
a
(τ
θ
(z)) = v
a
(z)9 v£τθ(z)) = vα-(z) for all zeM, 0e* and a=l,-,/i-/.
The last (6.15) is due exactly to the definition. Note that (6.14) and (6.15)
show that v
α
's and v
ά
's do not belong to Γ(N(S2l + i9S2n+i)\M)sι. However we
also find from those (6.12), (6.14) and (6.15) that Γ(N(S2l+ί9S2n+i)\λf)sί can be
described as follows:
v
Λ
+n
α = l 5
Let us now complete the proof of Theorem 6.2. Let ξ = Σ/αv
α
 + Σ/5v
ά
 be an
element of Γ(N(S2l+ \S2n+ *) \ M)
sl expressed as in (6.16). Then by means of (6.13),
we have the following equality:
(6.16) Γ(N(S2ί+i9S2*+i)\ti)sl = ξ = Σf Σ
(6.17)
α = l 5=1
Combining Lemma 6.5 and (6.17), we get
#ξ=Σ ^M/"-(m + l)/"K+"£ {ΔA/ -
α = l 5 = 1
Consequently the kernel of & is given by
= \ξ = W£/
I α = l
4- /αv
α
- |/V e
5=1
and in particular we find
dim
c
Ker J7 = 2(« - 7)dim
c
E(m 4- 1
Because dim Ker^ = dim
c
Ker^ by definition, (6.4) deduces
nul(M, CPn) = nul(M, CP1) + 2(n - l)dim
c
E(m + 1 Δ^)51,
which is the conclusion. Π
Corollary 6.18. In addition to the above, we suppose the immersion M -> CP1
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is full. Then the following inequality holds:
Note that 2(/+iχ«-/) on the right is just equal to nu\(CPl,CPn).
Proof. On account of Theorem 6.2, we have only to show the inequality
We denote the canonical complex coordinate on Cl+i by z = (z1, ,zl+1). In our
setting, M is also minimal in S2l+ί ([7]). Then by a well-known theorem of
Takahashi ([13]), we know that z/s and z/s, when restricted on M, are eigenfunctions
with common eigenvalue m -f- 1( = dim M) of ΔU . The z/s are elements in C °°(Λ/)51,
while the z/s neither in C°°(Λ/)sl nor in €*(&)&. Hence the z/s belong to
E(m + l Δjtf)51. Moreover because M-+CP1 is full by assumption, zi9 ,zl+ί are
linearly independent over C as functions on M. Thus we conclude dίm
c
E(m -f 1
D
REMARK 6.19. According to Kimura ([6]), if M is a Kahler C-space fully
imbedded in CP1, then the equality
holds. The author does not know an example of M whose nullity does not satisfy
the equality in Corollary 6.18.
7. The final case
In this section we shall investigate the final case of Theorem 5.8. We begin
with a construction of an example of a compact minimal CR-submanifold M in
CPn whose nullity equals to m + 1 4- 2(n — nLrL)(nL%A 4- 1), where m = dim M is odd and
mφn.
For non-negative integers /?, q with /?4-^ = My1, we set rp := ^ /^fff and
^ =\/¥?f Then imbedding the Riemannian product S2p+\rp)xS2q+1(rq)
minimally in S""*2, we define a real hypersurface M^q in CP~^~ by the commutative
diagram
S2p+ί(rp)xS2q+l(rq) -> 5M+2(1)
(7.1) I I
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m + l
By making a composition with a totally geodesic imbedding CP 2 -» CP",
we regard Λf£
 q as a minimal submanifold in CP". Then Λf^ is a CR-submanifold
in CP" of type (^ ,1).
Claim 7.2. 77ιe mi/fify o/ M*
Λ
 in CPn is given as follows:
Especially we have
Proof. It has been shown in our previous paper [4] that nul(M£q,CP 2 )
). Therefore Theorem 6.2 shows
(7.3) nul(Mpc,, CP") =
Note in the present case that M^tq = S
2p+i(rp)xS2q+i(rq). The eigenspaces of
Δ^xare described as follows (cf. [1]): set λ2p+ί :=g(g+22/j.(7+1), ^+1:=w+22g<l+T'l'"»
α,/=0, !,•••• Then Spec(Aj^) = {A^+1 + A^+1 |α,j8=0, !,-••}, the set consisting of
all the eigenvalues of Δ^?\. Let (zl9 9zp+1) (resp. (w1, ,wq+1)) be the canonical
complex coordinate on'c7'*1 (resp. C4+1), and denote by J?jf+1(z,z) (resp.
<&2t?v
+l(w,w)) the vector space consisting of all homogeneous harmonic polynomials
with coefficients in C and of bidegree (,s,0 (resp. (u,v)) with respect to zj and z,
(resp. w; and H )^. Then it is known that
(7.4) £(λ?+1+λJ«+1;Δ££)= Σ
Since /l^+1 + A|«+ 1=m + l if and only if (α,0)=(l,0) or (0,1), (7.4) implies especially
E(m + 1 ΔS£) = Jff f0+ V,z) + ^ of* '(z.z) + #1$ '(^w) + &ft \w,w). Thus by
definition we have
E(m + 1 Δϋίc;)51 = #\ f0+ '(z,f) + ^ tf H ,^ w),
and hence dim
c
£(m + 1 Δ^c )^5' = ^ y1 + 1 . Consequently (7.3) shows the assertion.
D
REMARK 7.5. As for the index, we can show
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Now we state the main result in this section:
Theorem 7.6. Let M be an m-dimensional compact minimal GR-submanifold
immersed in CPn. Suppose m is odd and not equal to n. Then an inequality
m+1
holds. Moreover equality holds when and only when M—M
 m
-\ ^ CP 2
o.-2~~
c CPn.
totally geodesic
Because the inequality have been established in Theorem 5.8, we assume
(7.7) t/,^ , ~nul(M) = w+ 1 + 2f n + 1
in what follows.
First of all we know from Lemma 5.7 and the assumption (7.7) that the type
of M must be (^ ,^1). Hence our assumption (5.3) becomes 7T0M=m
= Cel® -Ceh®Reh+ί, where we put h=
ΏL
^
L
. On the other hand, (5.6) becomes
KerΨ2 |u(«) = Seu(λ), Γeφ-A-1)
which generates the following Lie subgroup of U(n + l):
/I 0 0 0 \
0 A 0 0
0 0 1 0
\0 0 0 B f
AeU(h), BeU(n-h-ί)
)
U(h)xU(n-h-l).
The follwing is a key claim, which is proved similarly to Claim 5.11:
Claim 7.8. Under the assumption (7.7), the action of Uhtn-h,i on CP" leaves
M invariant.
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Moreover we shall prove
Lemma 1.9. B(X, Y) e R^J~::\eh +1 for all X, Ye m.
Proof. Consider an element u in Uhtn_h-ι such that
Then the isotropy action w^ m-nn is given as
Λ + l
identity on mφ/?^/— leh+ ί — φ Cej9
n
— identity on φ Ce
a
.
(7.10)
According to the direct sum m1 = /?
χ
/— leh + 1φ( © Cea I, we decompose B as
\α = Λ + 2
B(X, Y) = B'(X, Y) + B"(X, Y). Then (7.10) implies
(7.1 1) uJB(X, Y) = B\X, Y)-B"(X, Y).
On the other hand, by virture of Claim 7.8, we know that u is an isometry of both
M and CPn. This combined with (7.10) shows
(7.12)
Those (7.11) and (7.12) imply B(X,Y) = B'(X9Y)eReh+ί. Π
We now complete the proof of the Theorem 7.6. The idea is to reduce to
the following result which treats the case of codimension one:
Fact 7.13 (T. Gotoh [4]). Let M be a compact minimal real hypersurface in
CP1. Then an inequality nul(M , CP1) > 21 holds. Moreover the equality holds when
and only when Λf=Mo > ί _ 1 .
Proof of Theorem 7.6. The preceding Lemma 7.9 states that the first normal
space (see Appendix below for definition) of M coincide with (N0M)R only at the origin
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o. However, by means of Lemma 5.2, we find that Λ^X(M) = (NXM)R hold for all
xeλf. As a result of Theorem A.3, which will be given in Appendix below, there
m + l
exists a totally geodesic submanifold CP 2 containing M as a real hypersurface.
m + l
Then since the immersion M-+CP 2 is full, Corollary 6.14 implies nul(M,CP")
>nul(M,CP~Π + 2(«-^X^+l). Hence, by assumption (7.7), we obtain
m + l m + l
w + l>nul(M,CP 2 ). By making use of Fact 7.13, we conclude nul(Λf,CP 2 )
and M=Mc
m
^L c= CP c CP". Π
Appendix-a result on codimension reduction problem
To state the result, we introduce some terminology: let M be a submanifold
immersed in a Riemannian manifold M. The second fundamental form of it is
denoted by BM . For each x in M, define a subspace ^X(M) in the normal space
NXM by
(A. 1) Λ^CM) := linear span {BM(X, Y) e NXM \ X, Ye ΓXM},
which we call the first normal space. It is easy to verify that
 tΛ
ri(M) := u
xeΛf«yΓx(M )
becomes a subbundle of NM provided the dimension of ^VX(M) does not depend
on each x. In this case, it is also easy to see that the subbundle Λrl(M) is
invariant under parallel translations with respect to the normal connection on NM
if and only if the following condition is satisfied: XeT
x
M9 ξeΓ(J^ l(M))=>V%Mξ
e Λf
χ
(M). The first normal space is said to be parallel provided the condition is
satisfied.
Erbacher has been proved the following theorem concerning with codimension
reduction problem:
Fact A.2 (J. Erbacher [3]). Let M be an n-dimensional submanifold of an
(n +p)'dimensional Riemannian manifold M(c) of constant sectional curvature c. If
the first normal space Jf\(M} is parallel and q is the constant dimension ofJf\(M\ then
there exists a totally geodesic submanifold L of M(c) of dimension n + q such that
M cL.
Now we state the theorem:
Theorem A.3. Let M be an m-dimensional CR-subrnanifold of type (Λ,r) in
CPn. Suppose that the first normal space Λ^X(M) is equal to (NXM)R for each x
m + r
in M. Then there exists a totally geodesic submanifold CP 2 in CPn which contains
M.
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Proof. Considering the Hopf iteration Sl -+ S2n+i -> CP", we denote by
xeS2n+ί a point on the fiber over xεCP". For a tangent vector XeT
x
CPn, X
indicates its horizontal lift at a point on the fiber over x. Then we have easily
(A.4)
We shall show first
(A.5)
Because N£M=lwQ find {B^(X9 Ϋ) \ X, Ye TXM] = MΓ Hence, on account
of (A.4), we show that B^V.V} and Bj^X, V) are contained in^ί^Af: Here V is
the vertical vector field on S2n+i defined in section 6. Since Vy2 n + 1K=0, we get
)=0. On the other hand, V|2n+1F=^ which is tangent to M for
Xε(T
x
M)u and normal to M for Xe(T
x
M)R. Thus lfc(JP;F) = 0 for Xe(TxM)H
and =JX for Xe(T
x
M)R. Because if X belongs to (TXM)R, JX belongs to
(NXM)R = ^ χ(M) by assumtion, we find B^X, V) to be contained in
Secondly we show
(A.6) Xe TXM, ξ € T^ l(M)) => V£Mξ E Λ^(M).
In fact let >/ be an element in (NXM)H. Then we have, by assumption
) = (NXM)R9 that JξeΓ(TM\ Jηε(NxM)H. Thus <V5M{fif>
ξ,Jη> = < V? Vξ),^> = <B^X9JQ9Jηy = 0, and hence V?"£ e
Moreover we show
(A.7) v e Γ(^T H^Dλ ^e Γ^M => V^v e JV\(M\
It suffices to consider v which is written as the horizontal lift of an element, say
ξ in Γ(^(M)):v = ξ. For W=X for some XeT
x
M, we have V^v^V^ξΓ By
means of (A.5) and (A.6), this belongs to Λ^(M). For PF= F, since ξ is invariant
by S1 -action, we get V£2n+1<f =/<!;, which is contained in T^M by assumption. Hence
vΓI=o.
Now on account of Fact A.2 and (A.7), we find that there exists a totally
geodesic submanifold sm+ί+r -+ S2n+ί which contains M. In order to complete
the proof, we must show that this sm+ί+r is invariant by S ^action. According
to Erbacher's proof given in [3], the sm+ί+r above is constructed as follows: set
if := T
x
M®^l(M)®Rx. Then this defines a real subspace in Cn+ 1 not depending
on x. Then the Sm+i+r above is obtained as sm+i+r = S2n+l nUT. For this
reason we have only to show that W is a complex subspace in Cn*1. By making
use of the decompositons into horizontal and vertical subspace of T£M,
HT can be expressed as
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Since each three factor in the above is complex subspace, so does W. Π
REMARK A.8. (1) In [3], the first normal space was defined as the orthonormal
complement of {ξeN
x
M\Aξ = Q] in NXM. Our definition (A.I) coinsides with this
definition.
(2) Okumura have studied the codimension reduction problem in a complex
projective space. In fact, our Theorem A.3 can be proved by using his results in
[11]; we gave a direct proof for the sake of completeness. Various results are
found in [11].
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